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1. Obtain the time response of the following system

['~~:~J= .: _lJ[X J +- [OJu
_ X~ ,(.. j.':, 1

Where utt) is the unit-step function occurring at 1=0, or u(t) =1(I). Assume the initial state is zero.

2. A unity feedback system has an open-loop transfer function
K

G(5)------
- 5(52 + 45 + 13)

Draw the root locus plot by determining the following:
a) Centroid, number and angle of asymptotes
b) Angle of departure of root loci from the poles
c) .Breakaway points, if any
d) The points of intersection of root loci with the jco axis. Determine the value of K at which the

system exhibits oscillatory behavior. Also determine the closed-loop poles for this value of K.

3. Show that by use of the minimal polynomial, the inverse ofa nonsingular matrix A can be
expressed as a polynomial in A with scalar coefficients as follows:

A-I 1 (AIII-I AIII
-2 A I)= -- +a, + ... +alll_2 + alll_I

alii

Where a" a2, •••. alii are coefficients ofthe 111 inimal polynomial

,/,(~) ~III ~III-' ~+If /J., = /J., + a, /J., + .,.+ alll_, /J., alii '

Then obtain theinverse of the following matrix A:

A =r~ ~1 ~2l
1 0 -3 J

L



4. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a space vehicle control system. Determine the gain K such that

phase margin is 500. W11at is gain margin in this case?

K(s + 2)
_1_
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Figure 1
5. Consider the system defined by

x= Ax +Bzz
y=cx

Where A = [ 0 1 1
-2 -3'

C=[l 0]

It is desired to have eigen values at -3, -5 using state-feedback control law u = -kx .Determine

the necessary feedback gain k and control signal u.

6. Consider a system shown in Fig. 2. Design a compensator such that the dominant closed-loop

poles are located at s=-J±Jj.

Figure 2

7. A feedback system is characterized by the closed-loop transfer function

S2 + 3s + 3
T (s) = -S-=-3-+-2-S-=-2-+-3-s-+-1

Draw a suitable signal flow graph and therefrom construct a state model of the system.

8. Find the number of poles in the left half-plane, the right half-plane, and on the jco-axis for the
system given below. Draw conclusions about the stability ofthe closed-loop system.

R(s) + £(.1') 128 C(s)

- s(s7 + 3s6 + lOss + 24s4 + 48s3 + 96s2 + 128s + 192)


